Smart technology cuts the time required for trailer inspections

Premier takes the hassle out of tedious paperwork and long inspections. Using a handheld mobile device, we can instantly bring up maintenance records, notate trailer conditions and even take photos — all with the touch of a finger. This allows your drivers to check out and return trailers faster so they can use their hours of service on the road.

Register at: premiertrailerleasing.com
Premier PayPro — streamlining the invoice-to-payment process

Premier PayPro provides unmatched flexibility and convenience by automating the invoicing and payment process and integrating it with your systems to accommodate your unique needs.

- Transmits invoices via email, allowing you to download directly into your accounting software such as QuickBooks and Peachtree — saving you time and ensuring accuracy
- Provides secure online viewing and payment of invoices as well as access to your invoice history
- Facilitates fully automated invoice payment using ACH or your 3rd-party ePayment system, such as OB10, Ariba and Taulia
Smart solutions to put you in control of your cold chain operations

With the implementation of the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA), guidelines and rules are stricter than ever. To help you stay compliant, all Premier reefer rentals and leases come standard with the most advanced refrigeration monitoring system available.

- 2-Way remote control and command including start/stop capability and comprehensive monitoring
- Check pre-trip status, pre-cool the trailer and set operating mode and temperature points remotely
- Detailed reefer health, utilization reporting and alerting, including fuel usage and level
- Comprehensive geo-fencing functionality and reporting

Power up with solar and decrease costly downtime

Telematics can be a major power draw on idle trailers. And if the battery goes dead, you’ve lost your remote connection to the unit. To offset the power drain, Premier reefers feature a 26-watt weatherproof solar panel.

- Greatly extends battery life, preventing expensive road calls and downtime
- Provides additional fuel savings, further protecting the alternator and engine from unnecessary maintenance costs
Complying with FSMA just got easier

The Food Safety Modernization Act is the most sweeping reform of food safety laws in 70 years, affecting everything from transportation operations to training. Our intelligent refrigeration monitoring system puts you in better control of your cold chain operation.

- **Alerts and notifications**: Real-time alerts for temperature, location and reefer health status allow you to address issues before they occur.

- **Dashboard/reporting**: Instant and complete data retention, record keeping and reporting — you can even replay any part of a journey for complete traceability.

- **Automated actions based on FSMA**: Automate actions based on FSMA and shipper requirements such as maintenance, temperature control, pre-cool, sanitation, product segregation, training and record keeping.

- **Map visualization**: Real-time visibility of location, temperature, speed, safety, fuel, door and incident trending and analysis.
Maximize trailer utilization with FleetLocate trailer tracking

Maximizing trailer utilization is key to optimizing business performance. That’s why we offer the option of real-time GPS tracking and geofencing by FleetLocate.

FleetLocate allows you to have near-pinpoint location updates of your entire fleet. Plus, it records actual mileage based on GPS data, with cost-per-mile analytic reporting.

FleetLocate is compatible with many transportation management systems, so it can be easily integrated into your process.

Harness the power of rich data to optimize fleet efficiency

Now your trailers can capture a wealth of data related to equipment location and movement in real time — data you can use to optimize the way you manage and maximize your fleet.

- **Increase your productivity:** Identify inactive trailers and get them back on the road to increase loads and turns per unit. Use geofencing to eliminate route deviation for increased efficiency.
- **Reduce waste and costs:** Maximize your drivers’ hours of service by knowing the location, availability and maintenance status of all your equipment.
- **Protect your assets and investments:** Geofencing provides real-time alerts to quickly locate lost or stolen equipment, potentially reducing insurance costs.
- **Capture more revenue:** By increasing productivity, reducing detention time and maximizing hours of service you can increase your revenue potential.
• **Improve customer satisfaction:** With the real-time data that FleetLocate provides, you can optimize trailer pools, improve customer service, maintain reliable equipment and increase overall customer satisfaction.

• **Optimize trailer pools:** Redirect inactive trailers to sites with higher demand and revenue potential. Get the right trailers to the right locations at the right times.

• **Change detention behavior:** Set up alerts to find out when and where your trailers are detained so you can motivate your customers to unload your trailers faster.

• **Improve driver retention:** Direct drivers to pick up unloaded trailers with added confidence and speed — getting them back on the road faster while maximizing their hours of service.

• **Integrate your systems:** Easily integrate FleetLocate with your transportation management system, unifying your data into one intuitive dashboard. System integration gives you more data, more visibility and more control of your fleet.